This guide provides an overview of research materials available in the History and Genealogy Department but does not list everything available. Items with call number beginning with “R” may be used in the library only, but circulating copies are often available. Please consult the online catalog at www.slcil.org or ask a librarian for assistance. Information available in electronic databases is not listed here.

FRENCH RESEARCH GUIDES

R 929.1 C278C Crash Course in French Research
R 929.1 K82F French and French-Canadian Family Research, rev. ed.
929.1 M834F French Genealogy from Afar
944 P814A Address Book for French Genealogy
944 P814A Ancestral Research in France: A-Z of Genealogical References & Sources

FRENCH ATLASES, GAZETTEERS AND PLACE NAME INDEXES

R 944 D554 Dictionnaire national des communes de France… [National Dictionary of the Towns of France…]
VIRGINIA

R 944 F815 France: Tourist and Motoring Atlas
R 944 G492D Dictionnaire complet des communes de la France, de l’Algérie, des colonies et des pays de protectorat et des stations thermales et balnéaires françaises. [Complete Dictionary of the Communities of France, Algeria, the Colonies and Protectorates, and French Spas and Baths]
R 944 R777P Placenames of France: Over 4,000 Towns, Villages, Natural Features, Regions and Departments

FRENCH DICTIONARIES AND TRANSLATION GUIDES
R 929.1072 S539F Following the Paper Trail: A Multilingual Translation Guide
R 443 R642P Le Petit Robert dictionnaire alphabétique et analogique de la langue française

FRENCH GOVERNMENT AND LAW
R 944 M932I The Institutions of France under the Absolute Monarchy, 1598-1789, 2 vols.

FRENCH HERALDRY

FRENCH HISTORY
R 944 R631D The Discovery of France: A Historical Geography from the Revolution to the

FIRST WORLD WAR
R 940.0491 R631D The Discovery of Middle Earth: Mapping the Lost World of the Celts
FRENCH FAMILY NAMES AND GIVEN NAMES
R 929.42 B371P  Les noms de famille et leurs secrets [Family Names and Their Secrets]
R 929.44 B371P  Les prénoms et leurs secrets [Given Names and Their Secrets].

Check the St. Louis County Library catalog for volumes of the Noms de Famille series, which discuss French family surnames by département.

FRENCH UTOPIAN SOCIETIES
R 335.02 C114T  Travels in Icaria
R 335.2 J66U  Utopian Communism in France: Cabet and the Icarians, 1839-1851
R 335.2 S967I  Les Icariens: The Utopian Dream in Europe and America

ACADIANS IN FRANCE
R 929.1 N847F  Finding Your Acadian Ancestors
Q 929.3 R551C  The Crew and Passenger Registration Lists of the Seven Acadian Expeditions of 1785
R 944 R654A  The Acadian Exiles in Nantes, 1775-1785
944.14 B825A  Les Acadiens en France: Nantes et Paimboeuf, 1775/1785
944.64 M464L  La Rochelle in the Time of Our Ancestors

HUGUENOTS IN FRANCE
284.5 M388H  A History of the Huguenots
R 284.5 R288T  The Trail of the Huguenots in Europe, the United States, South Africa, and Canada
R 284.5 R673D  The Days of the Upright: The Story of the Huguenots
R 284.5 S641H  The Huguenots: Their Settlements, Churches and Industries in England and Ireland.
   *Includes much information on the Huguenots before their departure from France.*
The Huguenots in France and America

BELGIANS

- R 929.3493 D824B Brabançons au nouveau monde. [People from the Province of Brabant in the New World]
- R 929.3493 D824C Carolorégions au nouveau monde: les émigrés partis des communes de Jumet et des environs. [People from Charleroi in the New World: Emigrants Who Left from the Towns of Jumet and Towns Nearby]
- R 929.3493 D824N Namurois au nouveau monde. [People from the Province of Namur in the New World]
- R 929.3493 D824P Passagers belges parties vers l'Amérique de 1833 à 1855. [Belgian Passengers Who Left for America from 1833 to 1855]

Belgian Laces [periodical]

LUXEMBOURGERS

- R 929.3493 D824L Luxembourgeois Ardenne-Arlon-Gaume dans le monde. [Luxembourgers Ardenne-Arlon-Gaume in the World]
- R 949.3 A512 American Luxembourg Society (American Club), 1882-1982
- 949.35 H367E Emigrants et rémigrants luxembourgeois de 1876 à 1900: États-Unis d'Amérique, Argentine et pays extra-européens
- R 973.0431 L977 Luxembourgeois in the New World
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